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Can you custom apple watch faces

While you still can't create completely custom watch faces on your Apple Watch, you can use any photo as wallpaper by using a single photo or rotating in a photo album. Here's how. RELATED: How to customize, add, and remove Apple Watch Faces Apple calls it creating a watch face, but technically you're not creating a watch face. Instead, you simply use your existing Photos watch face and choose a
photo to use as wallpaper for that watch face. The latest versions of iOS and watchOS have made this process easier than it used to be, and the only requirement is that photos start in the iPhone camera roll, whether you took them with your iPhone in the first place or just uploaded them from another device. There are two ways to do this. The first way is to choose one or more photos that never change
and use them as wallpaper. You can also select a photo album from your iPhone and automatically update your watch face with new photos each time you add them to that album. Let's get started! Use pre-selected photos Start by opening the Photos app on your iPhone and tap Camera Roll if you haven't already selected it. Then tap the photo you want to use, or select multiple photos if you want to rotate
with different photos. Tap the Share button in the lower-left corner of the screen. At the bottom, tap Create watch face. You may need to scroll to the right a little to find it. If you only select one photo, you'll get two options for the watch face you want to use: the Photos watch face or the Kaleidoscope watch face. In my case, I just want the usual photo to appear, so I'll choose Photos Watch Face. If you
choose multiple photos, you'll still be using the Photos watch face. On the next screen, you can customize everything else. To get started, if you want to crop a photo to better fit your Apple Watch screen, tap where 1 photo is displayed. Tap a photo to edit it. Here, drag or zoom in and zoom out to fit it the way you want it to. Then tap Done. Then choose whether to place the clock at the top or bottom of the
screen. Then scroll down and select other complications that you want to include over time, such as date, weather, and more. When you're ready, tap Add to create a watch face and you'll be good to work with! If you've selected multiple photos to use, your Apple Watch will rotate between them each time you lift your wrist. Use an automatically updated synced album If you want to be able to rotate with
different photos, but you'd rather be able to change them from time to time, having a synced photo album is the way to go. You can use an existing album in the Photos app on your iPhone, or create an album dedicated to the photos you want to use with the watch face, the last of which I will be doing here. Start by opening the Photos app iPhone and tap the plus button in the upper left corner of the
screen. Give your new album a name and tap Save. You can then select all the existing photos you want to add to this album. Hit Done when you're done with it. Then open the Apple Watch app on your iPhone, scroll down, and tap Photos. Tap Synced Album. Select the album you want to sync with your Apple Watch. In this case, I will choose Watch Face Photos. When selected, return to the previous
screen. Then tap Photo Limit. Select the number of photos you want to sync with your Apple Watch. This will determine how many photos in the album will rotate in the watch face. 25 is the default, which is probably enough for most people, but you can choose up to 500. Then force the Apple Watch screen to tap, scroll to the right, and press the plus button to create a new watch face. Scroll up or down
until you find the watch face Photos (watch faces are in alphabetical order). Select it when you get to it. When selected and launched, it will automatically rotate photos from the selected photo album on your iPhone, showing a new photo every time you raise your wrist. With all the amazing features apple watch has to offer, it's almost easy to forget that it's also a watch. Apple has made it possible to change
watch faces just as you change socks. Not only that, but you can customize each face with different features, called complications, for a fully personalized experience. Today we have a tutorial for you that explains how to change from one watch face to another, what complications are available for each face and how to customize each face to your favorites. Changing the watch face There are currently 10
different watch faces available on the Apple Watch, but Apple has suggested that additional watch faces will be released in the future. For now, switching between 10 watch faces is easy. Press firmly on the screen that displays the time (what Apple calls Force Touch). Swipe left or right to view your watch face options. Click Customize to see the complications and other options available for each face. Tap
the face you want to use. Watch Faces and Configurable Complications Astronomy Face displays the solar system, day, date and current time. There are no complications to adjust, but you can move the planet forward and backward over time by rotating the Digital Crown. You can also tap the moon icon to see its current phase and touch the solar system icon to see the location of the planets.
Chronograph The chronograph case is ideal for precise timing up to milliseconds. You can change the face color and dial details. You can also add the following complications: date, calendar, moon phase, sunrise and sunset, weather, stocks, activity summary, alarm, timer, battery life and world clock. ColorColors is a analog watch face with many bright face color options. You can add the following date,
moon phase, sunrise and sunset, weather, activity summary, alarm, timer, stopwatch, battery life, world clock and personal monogram (initials, taken from contact list, displayed above center). Mickey MouseIf you're headed for fun, Mickey Mouse's face offers an animated ticker similar to classic Mickey watches, only this one touches your finger as time indicates. You can add the following complications:
date, calendar, moon phase, sunrise and sunset, weather, activity summary, alarm, timer, stopwatch, battery life, world clock and supplies. ModularIf you want to get the most features available on your watch, then the modular face is right for you. It comes in different colors and you can add the following complications: date, calendar, moon phase, sunrise and sunset, weather, stocks, activity summary,
alarm, timer, stopwatch, battery life and world clock. In addition, you can see extended views of calendar, weather inventory, activity, alarm, timer, stopwatch and world clock. MotionIf you really want to impress people with a great Apple Watch, show them an animated face. This includes animations of butterflies, flowers or jellyfish, all of which show little movement. Every time you raise your wrist, you will
see a different butterfly, flower or jellyfish in different colors and shapes. The only complication available to add to the time is the date (with or without date). SimpleOf course, if you own an Apple product, there's probably a minimalist hiding somewhere in you. If you are not ashamed of it, this face catches the eye. You can change the color of the second hand and adjust the details and numbering of the dial.
You can also add the following complications: date, calendar, moon phase, sunrise and sunset, weather, activity summary, alarm, timer, stopwatch, battery life and world clock. SolarIf you are a little sun worshiper, you can prefer a simple face of the watch without additives, which displays the current position of the sun in the sky on a curved line. You can't add any complications, but you can move the sun
along a curve to see them at dusk, dawn, zenith, sunset, and darkness by rotating the Digital Crown. Face colors change throughout the day to fit the time. Tool If you are a non-nonsense person, this watch face will suit your needs. You can change the color of the second hand and the details of the dial and numbers. You can also add the following complications: date, calendar, moon phase, sunrise and
sunset, weather, activity summary, alarm, timer, stopwatch, battery life and world clock, and supplies. You can also expand views of these features. X-LargeWorried that you won't be able to see everything on this small screen? The X-Large watch face displays time digitally in large quantities that occupy the entire screen. It is clean looking and useful for those who may have vision problems. It is not
possible to no complications, but you can change the color. Color. eight options, from purple to red to white. Adjust complications Now that you know what each face can do and how it looks, you need to figure out how to make the changes you want. When the watch face is displayed, press the display firmly. Tap Customize. Tap to select an operation, then rotate the Digital Crown to adjust it. When you're
done, press the digital box to save your changes. Tap your face to switch to it. Add faces to your collection You can add any number of custom faces, even those with the same face, but different complications, to your collection for quick access. This is a good way to save many different configurations to use in any situation. When the watch face is displayed, press the display firmly. Swipe right and tap the
plus (+) icon. Swipe up and down to browse faces and tap the one you want to add. Adjust your face to your preferences. To remove a face from a collection: When the face appears, press the screen hard, swipe to the unseeded face, then move it up and tap delete. Set your watch in advance If you're the type of person who sets your watch five minutes ahead to make it on time, you won't limit your watch
to real time with your Apple Watch. You can move it forward, just like a traditional watch. Open the Settings app on your Apple Watch. Tap Time, and then tap +0 min. Turn the Digital Crown to move the watch forward for up to 59 minutes. This only changes the time on the watch face. Notifications and alarms are not affected. With all the highly customizable features available for each of the ten faces of
your Apple Watch, you can change them with any other mood during the day. Day.
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